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below could either become or report to the “Intergovernmental Forum” that is currently being considered 
in the Common Agenda/Summit of the Future/Recommendations. (Or the said forum becomes a Plenary 
Session of the panel described here.) The “Envoy for Future Generations” could be replaced by or act as 
the President of the new panel. 

 

 

Chapter I. Sustainable development and financing for development 
 

 

BEYOND GDP    During the Summit of the Future, we recommend that Member States agree to 
etablish a consultative group to lead the: 

NATIONAL TIME SURPLUS ACCOUNTING INITIATIVE  

[Draft concept]  

Time is “the” universal, limited and fundamental resource for everyone, everywhere. We are 
born with a limited number of years to live, thus we all cherish time, albeit in different ways 
and circumstances. We also all follow a common time keeping system with minutes/hours 
and a calendar to either scientifically quantify time and physical or biological factors or 
output, or emotionally qualify time and its benefits or effects (past/present/future states or 
experiments). Yet what we achieve with this time, individually or collectively, is largely 
unaccounted for, as is our autonomy in using it (voluntary decisions or not).  

We recommend that Systems of National Accounts leaders put a lot more emphasis on 
citizens’ time; its tracking and performance, and that countries look into a standardized 
calculations of “personal time surplus for constant or improved material wealth”. Such time 
surplus is created by individual and collective efficiencies in producing desired results or 
wealth (constant or improved) in less time. In such post-GDP observations, “growth” 
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compare best practices between countries. Governments could also agree to the open-data 
sharing of these accounts for statistical purpose, facilitating research on education policies 
and the work of the international office.  
 

 

 

 

Chapter IV. Youth and future generations 
 

 

TO THINK AND ACT FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS      During the Summit of the Future, we 
recommend that Member States decide to create the: 

INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON THE FUTURE OF HUMANITY 

[Draft concept]   
The Intergovernmental Panel on the Future of Humanity (IPFH) will be the United Nations 
body for assessing the likely long-term impacts of emerging changes on future 
generations. 

The United Nations’  Intergovernmental Panel on the Future of Humanity (IPFH) will unite the 
world’s leading long-term trends experts to play the unique role of applying both domain 
expertise and strategic foresight to responsible long-term governance,  
socio-economic preparedness, and inter-generational fairness. 

This new UN Panel will regularly provide policymakers at both the multilateral and national 
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